Full Cycle – Drum and Bass Collective

For all you budding producers out there Loopmasters have released the next instalment in
Sample Pack Label Series.

Here for the first time producers can get their hands on the Full Cycle sounds and samples
which helped make them the biggest force in Drum and Bass, with this heavyweight collection
of sonic stimuli created especially for Loopmasters by the Full Cycle team themselves.
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The Full Cycle camp is almost directly synonymous with Drum'n'Bass's "Bristol sound", both
being primarily associated with Roni Size, DJ Die, DJ Suv and DJ Krust. In the late 1990’s, Full
Cycle was at the peak of its creative powers, the Reprazent project had brought Drum & Bass to
the attention of the masses and Full Cycle was the crew’s spiritual, underground home.

The breaks were recorded live at Full Cycle / Channel House studios in Bristol and everything
was recorded using high end vintage outboard equipment and then processed digitally.

In detail you can expect to find 34 Cone Shaking Bass Loops, 83 Hard and Broken live played
and reprogrammed Drum and Bass Drumloops, 43 Tearout Musical Loops, 11 Vocal and FX
Loops, 46 DnB Percussion Loops, 77 Deep Bass Stabs, 70 Individual Drum and Bass Drum
Samples, 20 Instrument one shot sounds, 68 Vox and FX samples and 47 ready to play patches
for Reason NNXT, Halion, Kontakt, and SFZ.

The complete collection weighs in at 850Mb, with 450 Wav Files, 217 Rex Files, and 47
Patches. The collection is also available as a Reason Refill, Ableton Live Pack, and as Apple
Loops.

If you want to sample the source of the evolvement of the world famous Bristol Drum and Bass
Sound, you cant get anything more authentic than the Full Cycle Artist Samplepack from
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Loopmasters.

“All of the sounds in this collection are original, created from analogue and software synths and
live instruments. What we’ve tried to do is give you a collection of samples which you can use
over and over, that you can rely on when you need that certain sound quickly, to keep the
creative process flowing!”….D Product.

“Recording of the beats on this collection spanned over two years, all recorded at Channel
House Studios with additional production from Roni Size, D Product, and some vital input from
Krust”…Yuval Gabay a.k.a Uvray

Check out this release here:

http://www.loopmasters.com/product/details/299
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